MERCURY
HIGH VELOCITY FLOOR STRIPPER

REMOVEDOR DE ACABADOS DE PISO DE ALTA VELOCIDAD

Technical Data
Areas of Use
A concentrated emulsifying stripper. Tough,
fast acting, non butyl formula for removal of
UHS and conventional resilient floor
coatings.
! Hospitals, nursing homes, doctors
offices
! Schools, universities, child care centers
! Malls, retail stores, supermarkets

Specifications
Available Sizes ....................... 4/1G, 5G, 55G
Physical State ...................................... Liquid
Color .................................................. Straw
Fragrance ........................................... Lemon
Ammoniated ............................................ No
Viscosity ................................................ Thin
Foam ..................................................... Low
Water Based ............................................ Yes
Emulsifier ......................... Extra Heavy Duty
Flash point ............................. Nonflammable
Specific Gravity ..................................... 1.01
pH (undiluted) ...................................... 12.0
HMIS Hazard Rating
Health ........................................................ 1
Flammability .............................................. 0
Reactivity .................................................... 0
Personal Protection ..................................... B

! Fast action - Reduced floor downtime
! Slow evaporation rate - Helps prevent dry-back of emulsified
finish
! Nonbutyl formulation - Safer and low in odor
! Rinse free - Recoat with confidence
! Emulsifying formula - Improved finish removal

l
MERCURY represents the latest advances in floor finish
removal technology. It combines fast action and slower evaporation
in a rinse-free, nonbutyl formulation. Its high velocity action and
low odor make it easier to use, and slower evaporation means less
chance of dry-back of the dissolved finish. Its rinse free feature
eliminates the need for flood rinsing offering shorter floor downtime
and overall labor savings. High active emulsifying formula is ideal
for the removal of frequently burnished coatings.
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Slow evaporation
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No rinse

Directions
Wear safety equipment recommended on MSDS, place Wet
Floor Signs and read all directions and cautions prior to beginning
your work.

Light or medium buildup dilute 1:6 (21 ounces per
gallon). Heavy buildup or burnished floors dilute 1:4
(32 ounces per gallon).
Apply solution at rate of 150-300 square feet per
gallon. Apply enough solution to ensure complete
wetting. Re-wet floor as needed.

What the Pros Know
Limit stripping area to one which can
be stripped and wet vacuumed before
evaporation starts. Flooding a large area
may require another stripper lay down,
rescrubbing, and require more time. After
wet vacuuming, damp mop the floor to
insure all residue is gone. Size of stripping
area should be determined by crew size and
equipment available.

Extra
fast action

5-10 min.
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Allow to stand 5-10 minutes minimum. DO NOT
ALLOW SOLUTION TO DRY. Rewet floor as
needed.
For best results, remove residue with wet vacuum or
auto scrubber. If not possible, use a damp mop for
recovery. If mop is used for pick-up, use extreme care to
remove all residue and change water frequently. ON
HEAVILY SOILED FLOORS: Follow wet vac or
auto scrubber pick-up with damp mop rinse.
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